HIGHLIGHTS:

DC-PD assisted Delaware City FD-EMS with forced entry of a residence in Harbor Estates to assist the owner that had a medical emergency.

DC-PD is investigating the theft of 14 catalytic converters stolen from state vehicle surplus at Fort DuPont.

DC-PD officer responded to a physical domestic w/weapon (bat) – The victim stated his ex-girlfriend threatened him with a baseball bat and then returned to the home and took his car without permission. The female fled the scene and has not returned. Active warrant

DC-PD responded to the Fort DuPont area for a physical domestic. The male half had punched his girlfriend in the mouth causing swelling and bleeding. The out of town suspect was arrested on scene.
DC-PD officers responded to a heroin overdose. The female subject had been given Narcan prior to officer and EMS arrival. EMS arrived and transported to CER.

DC-PD assisted Animal Welfare and responded to a woman thrown from a horse that was frightened by a dog off leash. The woman was hospitalized, and the owner of the dog was cited for unlicensed dog, and no up to date rabies vaccine. The horse from Cozy Quarters was quarantined.

DC-PD Officers responded to the area of Canal Street for a suspicious subject complaint. When we arrived, we found a local resident passed out. It was determined the individual suffered from an overdose. The male subject was subsequently arrested for possession of fentanyl and several other charges.

DC-PD responded to a physical domestic with weapon. The father of the suspect stated his son was in possession of a kitchen knife and was suicidal. The suspect fled the area and was found by DC-PD. The suspect was taken to CER for a 24 hr committal.